
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MM/DD/YYYY - Press releases (PRs) are used by companies to provide official information to the 
media. News organizations, broadcast stations, magazines, and online publications use these 
documents as a primary source of business information as they report to the general public and 
increase your brand visibility. 

A press release always begins with a clear, attention-grabbing, and succinct headline that covers 
the most important details of the announcement. It can be followed by a sub-headline that adds 
further information.

The body of a press release follows the traditional inverted pyramid structure. A PR must begin with 
a lead sentence that contains all of the significant details. This includes people, dates, products, 
and any major development.

You can use the next couple of paragraphs to provide more newsworthy information. Include 
secondary details and even previous announcements to provide more context on this event. 

Advertise your content,

let the world see it
Whether you want to grow authority, make sales, or attract customers. With our matching system, we match you 
with relevant websites with your target audience within your niche to amplify your brand's visibility

Get paid by,

publishing Content
Publishers! On our platform, turning your online presence into a reliable source of revenue is simpler than ever. 
Linkmie connects you with advertisers in your niche who are eager to collaborate, and we ensure a seamless 
collaboration process.

Add a caption here

LAMPHILLS LAUNCHES A NEW WEBSITE 
“LINKMIE.”
At Linkmie, we have an all-inclusive solution for publishers and advertisers to guest post, place ads on relevant 
sites, and get high-quality marketing content.



LINKMIE.COM

ABOUT THE WEBSITE

Linkmie is a platform founded by experienced digital marketers who understand the digital marketing 
space and the importance of connecting with the correct platforms for visibility and reaching the target 
audience. Linkmie aims to transform advertising partnerships by connecting website owners and 
advertisers, creating an environment that drives visibility and reach, increases income flow, and is the 
bedrock of success stories.

Linkmie focuses on solving long-standing digital marketing problems, driving quality website traffic, and 
connecting with target customers. As solutions to these, we offer services such as guest posting, ad 
placements, content writing, and other content marketing services.


